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This paper proposes very restrictive universals having to do with clitic positioning and clitic attachment to a host, allowing eight clitic types for each phrasal node. The goal of a theory of cliticization is to give a unitary account of the process across languages, in the same way that the goal of a theory of morphology or syntax is applicability across languages on an abstract level. Although the existence of clitics has traditionally been recognized (cf. Wackernagel 1892, Menendez-Pidal 1904, Sapir 1930, Matthews 1974), it is not clear that all the items which have been called clitics are similar in kind, and it is accordingly unclear at what level(s) of grammatical description they should be treated. Thus Aronoff 1976, in his discussion of the two traditional types of morphological phenomena-derivation and inflection-devotes a short section to 'other types of morphology' (pp. 3-4). Cliticization is the only such type discussed there; it is described as '"grammatical" morphological phenomena which cannot be subsumed under inflection'. Aronoff recognizes in these paragraphs the formal similarities between cliticization and inflectional affixation, while acknowledging the apparently more purely syntactic (i.e. grammatical) nature of cliticization. Zwicky & Pullum 1983 give a set of tests to distinguish clitics from affixes, with particular reference to the affixal status of n't in English. Zwicky 1985 provides further tests to distinguish clitics from words. He argues that clitics must be distinguished from 'particles'. Certain particles, such as discourse markers, are independent words; other particles may have simple clitic variants, but are not clitics in and of themselves.
My purpose is to explain why clitics attach where they do, and not simply to discuss the observation that they do attach to host words. My theory is a natural follow-up to other work on cliticization, since it constrains clitic positioning in a universal framework, regardless of the language-particular origins of clitics. There is no a-priori requirement that all clitics across languages must be universally generated in the same way, e.g. by phrase structure rules or by feature spell-outs. In fact, the source of clitics is probably a language-particular fact; thus what holds for Hebrew (Borer 1981) (1) Te=lo=digo ahora 'I tell it to you now.' you = it = tell. l sg. now (2) df=me=lo ahora 'Tell it to me now!' tell.IMP= me= it now (3) girbadja = yanbi: = ndu mamiyi kangaroo = ADD = 2.NOM catch.PAST 'As for a kangaroo, you caught one.' (4) the queen of England's hat In ex. 1, the clitics te '(to) you' and lo 'it' occur before the tensed verb, and are PROCLITIC to that verb; in 2, they occur after a [-Tense] verb, and are ENCLITIC. In 3, the pronominal clitic = ndu 'you' and the particle clitic = yanbi 'ADD[itional Topic]' (which is discourse-dependent; this is taken out of context) occur after and are attached to the first word in the sentence. Clitics commonly occur in sentential second position (henceforth 2P), a tendency known as Wackernagel's Law (Wackernagel 1892, Kaisse 1982). In 4, the English possessive enclitic 's occurs after the NP, and is enclitic to that NP.
Looking at such examples, one might assume that a clitic which occurs before a particular phrase must be phonologically PROCLITIC-and conversely, that a clitic occurring after a particular phrase must be phonologically ENCLITIC. This appears to be true for the clitic types given above. This assumption is schematized in Figure 1 for Spanish proclitics and enclitics. Fig . 2b shows the surface phonological host Y to be different from the structural host X. Examples of this type are given below. The mirror image of this is also motivated below-i.e. with syntactic placement after a specified word or constituent, but with proclitic phonological attachment to a different host.
THE THREE PARAMETERS.
One of the differences between a clitic and an affix is that a clitic is generally less selective of its host. An affix like Eng. -ing attaches only to verbs; but 2P clitics, or clitics like the possessive 's in English, seem to attach phonologically to whatever word is adjacent. Thus, for the 's in 4, the phonological host is England; but in the boy who I saw's mother, the phonological host is the verb saw; and in the boy I talked to's sister, phonological attachment is to the preposition to. However, note that the node dominating the host for 's is always NP. Similarly, the node which dominates the host word for 2P enclitics is always S. The first parameter in this system to account for possible clitic positioning refers to dominance:
(5) Parameter I (Dominance): INITIAL/FINAL Parameter 1 (also referred to as P1) expresses the possibility that a clitic attaches to the initial or final constituent dominated by a specified phrase.
Not surprisingly, the second parameter, P2, encodes the other part of con- Each member of the clitic sequence is still enclitic to its left, as shown by the fact that the accent is thrown back onto the preceding syllable from right to left. The Enclitic Throwback rule causes the accent to move one syllable to the left of where it would occur without a clitic attached:
(10) Enclitic Throwback ei =pou = tis = tina = ei =poul = tis = tina procl = end = end = end Note that the last enclitic in the sequence, tina 'anything', is unaccented. Lack of change in the direction of intrinsic phonological attachment is normal in affixation. Thus in a sequence of suffixes, as in Eng. ration-al-ize, the -al is not an infix, but rather a suffix followed by another suffix. This terminology reflects the loose semantic, syntactic, and morphological relationship between clitics and hosts. As for the phonological relationship between clitics and hosts, it is loose in the sense that clitics often do not undergo rules of internal phonology. For example, in Turkish they are subject to Vowel Harmony, but cannot receive stress. In Ngiyambaa,6 certain clitics are immune to a rule of Nasal Assimilation which links an under-specified nasal with the following homorganic consonant. Suffixes and particle enclitics trigger this rule, but not pronominal clitics and words. Semantically, clitics are more wordlike than affix-like. In particular, their meaning seems to be more like that expected of a full word. Furthermore, any semantic relation between clitic and host is often accidental; e.g., The following sections illustrate the clitic possibilities, and show how their apparent peculiarities can be characterized in the three-parameter system. 22, but BEFORE that same constituent in 23-27. That is, P2 is not specified, so both options are allowed. A closer look at 23-27 reveals a curious fact: even though the clitic precedes the verb, it encliticizes phonologically to ANY constituent, so long as that word or constituent immediately precedes the verb. Evidence that the clitic is phonologically attached to the left is found in word-initial phonotactic constraints in Nganhcara: This reveals the motivation for P3, PROCLITIC/ENCLITIC. These examples show that, for descriptive adequacy, the phonological parameter must be distinct from the two structural parameters. A two-strategy theory of clitic attachment fails to characterize these enclitics: they are certainly not 2P clitics, because no analysis would allow the string to the left of the enclitic to be called a single word or a single constituent. Neither are they verbal clitics, like those in Spanish or French. What seems to be peculiar about Nganhcara clitics is that they are doggedly enclitic; they blindly lean to the left-regardless of the lexical category of the host, as would any 2P ENclitic-but at the same time they are structurally PRoclitics. It is perhaps useful at this point to examine some implications of the controversial claim that a clitic can exhibit phonological allegiance to a word other than its host. Ellen Kaisse (p.c.) has commented that, although a clitic can have phonological interaction with something which is not its syntactic host, the clitic cannot be more interactive with that (syntactic) non-host than with its syntactic host. However, degree of interaction is difficult to determine. Suppose a clitic triggers phonological (not phonetic) assimilation in one direction, and epenthesis in another. By what measure could one determine which is 'more' or 'less' interactive? In this paper, clitics like those in Kwakwala and Nganhcara show stress dependence in one direction, but little evidence for phonological attachment in the other. Nganhcara does show some clear evidence of leftward attachment, viz. the phonotactic facts of 29-30; and these lead me to support the claim I am defending here. However, Kaisse further suggests that perhaps the correct constraint would be to say that if a clitic undergoes ANY phonological process with a non-host, it might also undergo that process with its host. She adds that if we can determine that a process are word-internal, we could say that, if a clitic undergoes that process with a phonological (non-syntactic) host, then it must also be able to undergo that process with its syntactic host. For Kaisse's suggestion to work, the situation in Figure 14 In the extensive data that I have gathered on clitics, I have never come across such a type. This is not to say that it does not exist. Although I doubt such clitics would be found, no theory can be built on doubts. The two-feature system for which I argue here is more restrictive than the four-feature proposal-and, I believe, in exactly the correct way. However, these speculations can be substantiated only with further research. (37) ek Spartes 'out-of Sparta' (38) kakon eks 'out-of (the) evils' In 35-36, the negative ou normally is proclitic, as in 35; but in 36, it is in phrasefinal position. Similarly, the preposition eks normally precedes the noun it governs, as in 37; but can also be proclitic on the leftmost word in the object NP, as in 38. So eks is 'stranded' on the right, with no phonologically appropriate rightward host with which to affiliate.
CLITICS WITH DUAL
It has been argued (e.g. by Sommerstein 1973) that Greek proclitics are atonic. However, in certain syntactic configurations, e.g. as when a proclitic has no suitable syntactic host to its right, it may be accented. Sommerstein argues that accentuation in such examples results from a rule of Sentence Accentuation which assigns an acute accent to any pre-pausal syllable, regardless of its lexical status. He suggests that this rule is so automatic that the acute accent is normally not even marked-except where it is unusual, as on proclitics, which are usually unaccented. Thus the underlying unaccented proclitic property of a clitic like ou is obscured by a more general accentuation rule, and there is no way to tell if the proclitic is truly attached to the following sentence-or, when no sentence follows, is simply stranded. Given Sommerstein's analysis and given what is known about cliticization and pauses between non-conjoined sentences, it would be improbable, although not impossible, for procliticization across sentence boundaries to occur. The three-parameter system shows how, with 'stranded' proclitics in Greek, syntactic attachment to the left is independent of the phonologically rightward dependence of proclitics. This suggests that certain PIE pre-verbs might be Type 6 clitics in certain syntactic configurations, e.g. embedded clauses.
TENSE CONTRACTION IN ENGLISH. English Tense

COMMENTS ON HISTORICAL CHANGE AND THE THREE-PARAMETER SYS-
TEM. In addition to predicting that there are exactly eight possible configurations in which clitics can appear, the system also predicts that a single change in value for a clitic will characterize certain observed historical changes. This section gives some examples where changes in features of a single parameter are reflected in historical change.
In the examples thus far, parameters vary in terms of their binary values. There is the possibility that parameters might vary in other ways. For example, assume that optional/obligatory features were added to parameters. Then a distinction would be predicted between, for example, 2P clitic PLACEMENT and ENCLISIS occurring in that position. Consider now some facts from Indo-European. Wackernagel (37) describes IE particles as 'Quasi-Enklitika', and explains: 'it seems that many particles were optionally enclitic but still occurred in Second Position. ' In terms of the three-parameter system, changes in the phonological aspect of encliticization are encoded in P3. What may have happened in IE is that P1 and P2, the configurational placement parameters, were operant; but the phonological P3 was optional. Thus positioning of enclitics was permitted without the required phonological attachment to a host. Over time, P3 became obligatory, and 2P particles changed from being 'Quasi-Enklitika' to 'Enklitika'. Of course, this entails that clitic positioning can occur without clitic attachment. If this system is to operate on clitics, then the obligatory/optional feature on P3 would permit clitics without a phonological host, which seems like a contradiction. A possible way to handle this problem would be to constrain the optional/obligatory feature to P3.
Another example where clitics progress from free words into 2P, and then phonologically encliticize, is found in the Type 4 The same subcategorization frame is applicable to any other phrasal enclitic, such as the possessive enclitic in English, or for a negative enclitic like Navajo = hanii, an NP modifier.
In contrast, a frame for a proclitic will have the form: By expressing the phrasal aspects of cliticization within the lexical entry for a clitic, P1/P2 are directly expressed in the entry itself. In this way the morphosyntactic aspects of clitic attachment are separable from the phonological ones.
Since I claim that cliticization is actually phrasal affixation, a reflection of this fact would naturally be expected to appear in the lexical representation of all true clitics. Most of the clitics that I have researched do, in fact, attach to phrasal nodes. The only thorny exception thus far is found in Romance verbal clitics, which appear to have V, not V', as the relevant domain. In earlier work, I proposed a constraint on the lexical representation of clitics, arguing that a phrasal requirement on the domain of cliticization was by necessity part of the lexical representation of clitics. However, my later work indicates that the phrasal requirement might be too strong, because it would eliminate the Romance type of verbal clitics. I now hold that the non-phrasal domain for just these clitics reflects that they are in fact truly verbal features (Borer 1981). This change in the label of the subcategorizing bracket from V' to V indicates that these clitics are becoming affixes, which is reflected in the fact that they have insertion requirements resembling those for other verbal affixes. CONCLUSION 4. I propose an analysis of clitics in terms of three binary parameters. Previously, it has been claimed that two and only two strategies are available for clitic placement: sentential second placement position, or attachment to a specified lexical item. This paper shows that those two strategies are inadequate. Examining a variety of clitics from a typologically diverse set of languages shows the value of the three-parameter system, which encodes the structural notions DOMINANCE and PRECEDENCE, and the phonological feature LIAISON. I have demonstrated how this system provides a way to analyse previously perplexing phenomena-such as clitics with dual citizenship, or the observed historical drift of clitics from words to affixes. I suggest that cliticization is phrasal affixation, and that this property follows from the form of the lexical subcategorization frame of clitics. 
